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*Increases of up to 144hp to the rear wheels when using components in this kit*

Steeda's GT500 Ultimate Power Pack includes our Industry Leading 114mm Cold Air Kit, a
2.7" 3psi supercharger pulley, High Capacity Heat Exchanger and an SCT XCalibrator 4
programmer to tie it all together in one convenient package.

"SCT has seen the highest horsepower and torque results while using Steeda's Cold
Air Kit, over any other brand." - Chris Johnson, President of SCT Tuning

Steeda's Cold Air Kit for the new Shelby GT500 produces the greatest power gains of any
Cold Air Kit on the market. In house testing has shown increases of up to 144 HP to the
rear wheels when using the components in this kit.

This kit is supplied with a stainless steel air box with built-in Super Velocity Stack. Steeda's
velocity stack helps to increase air flow by smoothing out incoming air. Steeda's Cold Air
Kit mounts in the factory location with the supplied rubber trim to keep the hot air out. This
Cold Air Kit also offers the largest mass air meter on the market at over 114 mm! Our tests
showed inlet temps a mere 5 degrees above ambient temperature.

With the addition of our heat exchanger this kit also greatly reduces the power losses
associated with heat soak during extended driving helping maintain maximum power
production.
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The Steeda Lifetime Filter can easily be cleaned and re-oiled, making maintenance a snap.
All stainless steel hardware required for installation is included in the kit.

Lifetime Tune Program: Purchasing this Steeda Power Package automatically registers
you into Steeda's Lifetime Tune Program, at no extra cost! To learn more about Steeda's
Lifetime Tune Program, click here.

Package Includes

555-3135 - Steeda Cold Air Kit for Shelby GT500
555-3345 - Steeda Supercharger Pulley for Shelby GT500
388-7015 - SCT X4 Tuner w/ Steeda Custom Tune
555-3706 - Steeda Triple Pass Mustang Heat Exchanger with Fans

Product Benefits

Dramatically More Horsepower and Torque to the rear tires!!
Exceeds OEM Quality, with superior durability.
Save $68.90 Over Individual Components

Warning: This part has been designed and is intended for off-road application only.
Installation of this part on a vehicle that is driven on public roads may violate U.S. and
Canadian laws and regulations.

Note: Federal and several state and provincial laws prohibit the removal, modification or
rendering inoperative of any part that affects emissions or safety on motor vehicles used on
public streets or highways. Steeda Autosports assumes no liability for any violations arising
out of any federal, state or provincial emissions or safety requirements on motor vehicles
arising out of the customer's modifications and/or use of Steeda products. It is the
responsibility of the customer to determine if their modified vehicle complies with applicable
laws.

This limited warranty is the only express warranty applicable to Steeda Autosports
products. Other rights may arise or vary from state to state in the United States. Steeda is
not responsible for any time for which you may lose the use of your vehicle, any
inconvenience you might be caused, the loss of your transportation or any part thereof, or
any other incidental or consequential damages you may have.

Custom Steeda Tunes
1. New tuning devices are shipped out "blank". Upon

receiving the device, utilize it to retrieve your
vehicle's Strategy Code

2. With the strategy code, visit our Custom Tune
Request Form. Fill out the requested details on
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your car.
3. Your Custom Steeda Tune will be emailed to you

in approximately 3-5 days. Download the tune
onto the device, flash your vehicle and enjoy the
new performance.
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